PDF Education Supplies
	Corflute : Shoes off
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Corflute
        Price: 
            23.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 300mm (W) x 400mm (H)
 The objective of our corflute outdoor sign is to educate adults on the numerous health and hygiene benefits for children when implementing a shoes-off policy. Our tool relies on scientific facts and domain expertise to demonstrate the positive impact.
Supporting EYLF outcome 1, 3 and 5
 
	Poster: My Body Belongs to Me
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Poster
        Price: 
            18.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 350mm (W) x 420mm (H)
Laminated poster to help educate children on ways to keep themselves safe. 
These colourful, fun illustrations are there for children to engage with, and help adults to open up important safety conversations.
See other child safety book to complete your collection: My Device Rules 
This resources aims to assist with NQF Quality Area 2 and EYLF outcome 3 Children are aware of and develop strategies to support their own mental and physical health and personal safety
	Corflute: Birds
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Corflute
        Price: 
            23.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 440mm (W) x 300mm (H)
Corflute Birds resources is designed for outdoor use is a weatherproof sign. It's aim is  to help children learn to identify birds in the great outdoors.
This sign is made of sturdy, lightweight Corflute to ensure visibility despite the elements, and features a variety of colorful, bird illustrations.
EYLF outcome 1
	Wood : Music Garden
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: WOOD
        Price: 
            29.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 190mm (H) x 560mm (W) 
Printed on 3mm sustainable timber that is 100% produced from renewable plantation this sign is suitable for outdoor use.  We do recommend to prolong the life of this sign you can apply a sealer over it.
Click here to view full range of Garden Resources
◗ Music is important to help build children’s brains – it uses both sides of the brain and helps children build critical neural pathways in their brains.
◗ Music improves children's memory, cognitive development, learning skills and the ability to express themselves. Music also improves the children's physical skills
◗ Music is a key building block for literacy and for numeracy. It expands children’s vocabulary and helps in speech recognition and learning mathematical concepts.
◗ Music helps children learn how to use and move their bodies through playing instruments and dancing.
◗ Music helps children meet the outcomes of the learning frameworks – shared songs and dances help children interact with others and help children forge their identity.
◗ Music helps build social skills such as taking turns and playing together.
◗ foster children’s language and hearing skills
◗ children to express themselves
◗ promote motor skills (from the fine motor skills to play an instrument to the gross motor skills of dancing
◗ create intimacy between a child and their educator
◗ expand babies’ communication
◗ create a sense of belonging
◗ create fun! It can make both educators and children happier.
	Wood: Learning Outcomes
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Wood
        Price: 
            51.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 360mm (W) x 410mm (H)
The EYLF framework has the highest expectations for every child's learning and development.  Our Beautiful wooden sign shows the 5 Learning Outcomes. This resource can be displayed indoors or outside as it is weatherproof.  NQF Standards 1 &amp; 6
Printed on 3mm sustainable timber that is 100% produced from renewable plantation this sign is suitable for outdoor use. We do recommend to further prolong the life of this sign you  apply a coat of varnish over it
	Corflute sign: Possums of Australia
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: 
        Price: 
            23.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 280mm (W) x 350mm (H)
Printed on weather proof corflute to display outside to educate children on the different possums of Australia
EYLF outcome 1
	Acrylic Mirror: Magic Happens If You Believe *Stand sold separately
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Acrylic Mirror
        Price: 
            33.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 210mm (W) x 300mm (H)
Shatterproof acrylic mirror with safety round corners this mirror is safe to use around children  EYLF OUTCOME 1, NQF outcome 5
A very useful addition to Face Painters kits, Children's Cubby House and so much more. After all magic only does happen if you believe.
Click here to view our full range of Mirrors also available is our Acrylic Stand
	Sticker : Children's Bathroom Privacy
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Stickers
        Price: 
            7.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 250mm (W) X 200mm (H)
To ensure a child's rights to  privacy while using the bathroom adults should be encouraged to wait outside the bathroom. 
This is a vinyl sticker for the wall or window of the bathroom and will act as a gently reminder for parents and visitors. You can leave the backing sheet on and use as a poster if you prefer.
This resource supports your child safety policy EYLF outcome 1 &amp; 3, Quality Area 2.


Privacy and Dignity: Children, especially at a young age, may feel uncomfortable or vulnerable using the bathroom with adults present. Respecting their privacy fosters a sense of dignity and helps them develop healthy bathroom habits.


Safety and Supervision: Maintaining a clear boundary between adults and children in the bathroom helps ensure the safety and well-being of all children. It allows teachers and staff to monitor and supervise bathroom use effectively, reducing the risk of accidents or inappropriate behavior.


Prevention of Abuse or Misconduct: Establishing clear guidelines for adult access to the bathroom helps prevent potential instances of abuse, misconduct, or misunderstandings. It creates a protective barrier and reduces the likelihood of inappropriate interactions between adults and children.


Promotion of Independence: Allowing children to use the bathroom independently, without the presence of adults, encourages self-sufficiency and autonomy. It helps build their confidence and teaches them important life skills in a safe and supportive environment.


Respect for Boundaries: Respecting the boundary of the children's bathroom reinforces the idea that certain spaces are designated for specific purposes and certain activities are private. This understanding contributes to the development of healthy boundaries and social norms.


Overall, maintaining a policy of adults remaining outside the children's bathroom in early education settings supports the physical, emotional, and psychological well-being of children while promoting a safe and respectful learning environment.
 
	Acrylic Mirror: Part of My Face *stand sold separately
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Acrylic Mirror
        Price: 
            33.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 210mm (W) x 300mm (H)
This acrylic safety mirror is perfect resource for children to explore the parts of their face and further develop facial recognition skills. It will not shatter and is super hard to break, has rounded corners for safety.
Mirrors provide the opportunity for kids to explore:

symmetry,
reflection,
perspective,
angles,
their own movement, and
self-awareness.

This resource assists with EYLF Learning Outcome 1.
Click here to view our full range of Mirrors also available is our Acrylic Stand
Care Instructions: Water on a cloth or window cleaner is suitable. Please note that this mirror is scratch-resistant and not scratch-proof.
	Corflute Sign: The Many Cultures of Australia
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Corflute
        Price: 
            23.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 300mm (W) x 300mm (H)
Weatherproof, UV printed corflute sign with the words from The Seekers which sums up perfectly that many different cultures make up Australia. Please note we have not included Indigenous or Australian illustrations as this resource represents the foreign people who now call Australia home, we do have quite a lot of dedicated Indigenous resources on our website. 
The human rights commission describes Australia as a vibrant multicultural country. “We are home to the worlds oldest continuous cultures as well as Australians who identify with more than 270 ancestries” Australian Human  Rights Commission 2019.
This resource aims to assist with EYLF  Learning Outcome 1 &amp; 2, My Time Our Place Outcome 1
	Poster: Friendship
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Poster
        Price: 
            18.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions:  480 mm (W) x 340 mm (H)
Laminated poster to encourage children to work together. Children will learn to interact with others with care, empathy, and respect.
Quality Area 5, EYLF &amp; My Time Our Place  learning Outcome 1,2
 The 30th of July was International Day of Friendship
	Poster: T.E.A.M
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Poster
        Price: 
            18.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 300 mm (W) x 402 mm (H)
This is a wonderful Laminated poster to promote working together cooperatively towards common goals.  Wonderful to display in your staff room/bathroom as a reminder to keep share information, and develop common understanding and objectives.  
This resource aims to assist with NQF Quality Area 4 and EYLF outcome 1,2
TEAM Educators sharing knowledge of each child, valuing each other’s contribution and role in a child’s life, learning about other ways of knowing being doing and thinking, communicate and share information safely respectfully with each other. Sharing decision-making to support a child’s learning development and well-being.
	Poster: How Big is My Problem?
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Poster
        Price: 
            18.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 430mm (W) x 335mm (H)
Ideal class room behaviour chart helping children develop life skills and problem solving techniques. Also see our shatterproof mirror How Do I Feel Today? 
This resource aims to assist with NQF Quality Area 3, 5 and EYLY outcome 1 &amp;3
Learning to identify and regulate emotions is a big job, especially for young children! However, this skill is essential to master in order to be successful in school (and in life). Zones of Regulation, is a curriculum developed by Leah Kuypers, an OT and autism resource specialist, which helps children to understand and learn to manage their emotions.
Rooted in cognitive behavioural therapy, the Zones of Regulation is a framework that uses four colours – blue, green, yellow, and red – to help children identify their feelings and level of alertness. The curriculum also provides strategies to support emotional regulation. Teaching children how to read their body’s signals, detect triggers, read social context, and consider how their behaviours impact those around them, leads to improved emotional control, sensory regulation, self-awareness, and problem-solving skills.
Outcome 3: Children become strong in their social and emotional wellbeing.
QA5 Self-regulation: Each child is supported to regulate their own behaviour, respond appropriately to the behaviour of others and communicate effectively to resolve conflicts.
 
	Acrylic Mirror: Three Panel Set
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Acrylic Mirror
        Price: 
            131.00
      
    
  
  
    3 x Mirrors  Dimensions: 300mm (H) x 210mm (W) with 3 acrylic stands
These mirrors are SHATTERPROOF and can be used vertically as a 3 or separated for individual use when required, making them a MUST have classroom resource.
Click here to view our full range of mirrors
 They will assist with Supporting EYLF outcome 1 and 3 and STEAM in Early Childhood Education Services
Children develop a  sense of identity, independence and inquiry with mirror play an essential role in providing children with reflection and perspective.
 
	Wood Sign: Belonging, Being and Becoming
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Wood
        Price: 
            51.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 380mm (W) x 290mm (H)
Beautiful wooden EYLF statements to represents the holistic approach to learning and teaching.
This resource can be displayed indoors or outside as it is weatherproof.  NQF Standards 1 &amp; 6

This  is a collaboration with the talented Nicole Butler CEO of Angelicare Western Australia.
Printed on 3mm sustainable timber that is 100% produced from renewable plantation this sign is suitable for outdoor use. We do recommend to further prolong the life of this sign you  apply a coat of varnish over it
Click here to see the full range of Being, Becoming, Belonging 
The EYLF framework identifies a shared vision for children’s learning principles and practices to underpinned the learning and teaching of the five learning outcomes
	Acrylic Mirror: Baby Mirror (Shatterproof)
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Acrylic Mirror
        Price: 
            33.00
      
    
  
  
     Dimensions: 300mm (H) x 210mm (W)






Baby safe play mirrors for self recognition and baby play  Many people have purchased these and put the valcro on the back then attached to the floor so the babies can crawl over and see them selves dribble does not worry this product.  Ideal Tummy Time resource.

Click here stand as it is sold separately 



Our acrylic mirrors are extremely versatile in play environments such as paint play




How can playing with mirrors help my baby learn?Mirrors are a great way to help babies explore. Try holding baby in front of the mirror. They may even reach out to touch the “baby” in the mirror. Eventually, they will learn they are seeing their own face and start to recognize their reflection.
While looking in the mirror with your baby, you can use this chance to help develop their vocabulary! Say the different parts of the face as you point to them on your face and baby’s. If you are in front of a bathroom mirror with baby, that is a great place to respond to baby’s babbling and make noises with baby. The extra echo makes it even more fun!
A mirror is also a great way for baby to practice visual tracking. Make silly faces at baby in the mirror and see if they imitate you or make a different face back. Get siblings involved too for fun, bonding time! Supporting EYLF outcome 1 and 3
Click here to view all of our Mirrors These mirrors are great for learning centres and home use as there is no fear of shattering

This product is also suitable for art activities. Use water on a cloth or window cleaner is suitable Please note that this mirror is scratch-resistant and not scratch proof. 
	Wood Sign: Buddy Bench
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Wood
        Price: 
            29.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 360mm (W) x 140mm (H) 
A buddy bench is a perfect addition to any playground and will help encourage friendship building and sharing.
Encourage the children to know that if someone is sitting on the bench it’s because they want a friend to play with or they are a little sad. Building a child sense of caring, empathy and respect for others.
This resources assists with Quality Area 5; EYLF &amp; My Time, Our Place Outcome 1.
This wooden product has two pre drilled holes on top two corners for easy attachment. Also has rounded corners for added safety. Printed on 3mm sustainable timber that is 100% produced from renewable plantation this sign is suitable for outdoor use. We do recommend to further prolong the life of this sign you  apply a coat of varnish over it
	Acrylic Mirror: How Do I Feel Today? *Stand sold separately
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Acrylic Mirror
        Price: 
            33.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 210mm (W) x 300mm (H)
This shatterproof mirror assists children to recognise their feelings. Along the side are 4 Zoned areas so children can see what the expressions look like on themselves.
Also see our Laminated Poster How Big Is My Problem?
Click here to view our full range of Mirrors also available is our Acrylic Stand
Zones of Regulation, is a curriculum developed by Leah Kuypers, an OT and autism resource specialist, which helps children to understand and learn to manage their emotions.
Rooted in cognitive behavioural therapy, the Zones of Regulation is a framework that uses four colours – blue, green, yellow, and red – to help children identify their feelings and level of alertness. The curriculum also provides strategies to support emotional regulation. Teaching children how to read their body’s signals, detect triggers, read social context, and consider how their behaviours impact those around them, leads to improved emotional control, sensory regulation, self-awareness, and problem-solving skills.
EYLF Outcome 1 &amp; 3 and NQF QA5
	Book: My Device Rules
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Book
        Price: 
            8.00
      
    
  
  
    ONLINE SAFETY BOOK FOR CHILDREN
As our kids spend more and more time on technology, it exposes them and us to increased risks. This book is a simple way to help connected kids keep themselves and their data safe. It clearly outlines what to do if they come across adult content or risky links and what behaviour to avoid, such as uploading their picture, personal details or interacting with strangers.
My Device RULES! cuts through to a young child because the message is delivered when you have their undivided attention, using rhyming language, colourful illustrations and child-friendly humour.
LOVED by kids and EASY for parents/carers and educators, it engages and effectively teaches “When I’m on my device, I have fun but think twice, ‘Coz I always take care what I do”. Reinforced by games and scenarios, it clearly defines risks that children need to watch out for and reinforces the need to check with a safe adult if any device content may be dangerous.
Recommended for boys and girls ages 4 to 9 years (or whenever they start using devices).
Click here to view our full range of SAFETY resources
This book contains 31 pages, with dimensions of 21mm (W) x 21mm (H) x 3mm (D) and is written by Kate and Rod Power.
This resource assists with NQF Quality Area 2 and EYLF outcome 1,3
	Acrylic Mirror: Emotions *stand sold separately
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Acrylic Mirror
        Price: 
            33.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 210mm (W) x 300mm (H)
Acrylic safety mirrors are a perfect resource for children to explore a range of facial expressions. This lightweight but durable mirror will not shatter and is super hard to break, with rounded corners for safe handling by little hands.
This resource can assist children with ASD (autism spectrum disorder) by:

helping to recognise facial expressions and the emotions behind them
practice using emotional expressions, or copying emotional expressions
assisting in understanding and controlling their own emotions

This resource assists with EYLF Learning Outcome 1, 3,4 and 5; and My Time, Our Place Outcome 3.
For more ASD related resources, we recommend our laminated poster Recognising Signs of Autism.
Click here to view our full range of Mirrors  also available is our Acrylic Stand
Care Instructions:  Water on a cloth or window cleaner is suitable. Please note that this mirror is scratch-resistant and not scratch-proof.
	Poster: Bully Free Zone
Vendor: PDF Education Supplies
        Type: Poster
        Price: 
            18.00
      
    
  
  
    Dimensions: 300 mm (W) x 420 mm (H)

Very popular with OSHC Schools, and Childcare Educators for the front door.
 There is no room for bully's anywhere

